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most of the time this symptom indicates a low battery that needs to be charged or replaced. if you don't
have a voltage meter handy, a quick and easy test to verify this is to plug your charger into the wall and
connect the vexilar at the same time (you will not hurt anything by doing so). if your vexilar comes back

to life when the charger is connected this confirms your battery needs to be charged or replaced.to
properly check your battery with a voltage meter:1. fully charge the battery2. disconnect the charger3.
put a load on the battery by running the vexilar for at least 10 minutes4. connect your voltage meter to
the battery if this is the first time you have used your t-pod there is an extra step you need to do before
you can operate the sim for the first time:1) remove the battery from your t-pod;2) insert the battery in

the the device, and hold down the power button to turn on the t-pod;3) hold the power button until the t-
pod turns off, then remove the t-pod battery.4) reinsert the t-pod battery while the t-pod is in power to
enable the sonarphone app;5) reestablish yourself as master on the t-pod or sonarphone app as before.
your t-pod battery may have failed.there are a few things to check to see if this is the case or not:1) if it
has been charging the t-pod for a long time (6+ hours), unplug it for at least 30 minutes to deplete the
battery. then plug it back in and check the battery status. if it has stopped charging the t-pod and the
battery is low, there may be an issue with the charger. a quick and easy test to verify this if you dont

have a voltage meter handy, is to plug your charger into the wall and connect the t-pod at the same time
(you will not hurt anything by doing so). if your t-pod comes back to life when the charger is connected
this confirms your battery needs to be replaced. to properly check your battery with a voltage meter:1.
fully charge the battery2. disconnect the charger3. put a load on the battery by running the t-pod for at
least 10 minutes4. connect your voltage meter to the batteryno battery is the same so its hard to put an
exact number on what determines a good verses a bad battery. a voltage reading around 12.5v (give or
take a few tenths of a volt) would be considered a good battery. a battery reading lower than this does
not mean its unusable, it just may not last as many hours as battery at 100% capacity.its also possible

that your battery status indicator has failed. if this is the case and its under warranty send it in to vexilar
with a copy of the receipt for evaluation.
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vexilar with a copy of the receipt for evaluation. notice: this game is already pre-installed for you,
meaning you dont have to install it. if you get any missing dll errors, make sure to look for a _redist
or _commonredist folder and install directx, vcredist and all other programs in that folder. you need
these programs for the game to run. look for a how to run game!!.txt file for more help. also, be sure

to right click the exe and always select run as administrator if youre having problems saving the
game. always disable your anti virus before extracting the game to prevent it from deleting the

crack files. if you need additional help, click here 5ec8ef588b
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